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pancy rate and the bed rate are largely i)ased on the existence of
short-run (stochasticI variations in the demand br hospital care. Be-
cause of the costs of constructing and maintain;ng rarely used capacity
and the costs associated with delayed treatment due to insutticient
capacity, the randomness of deniand for care is an essential ingredient
in hospital planning. The empirical analysis indicates that the hospital
sector appears to respond to the short-run variations in demand, to the
cost of delayed treatment, and to a positive income elasticity of
demand for available hospital beds. ¶ Beds in different hospitals are
now imperfect substitutes for each other. Hospital facilities could be
used more efficiently by coordinating admissions among hospitals in
an SMSA and by removing artificial barriers to admission in particular
hospitals(e.g.,veteran status). With the existing stock of beds, a
coordinated admissions policy would give the average SMSA an excess
bed capacity in all but one week in about thirteen years. This would
appear to represent "too much' capacity. ¶ The analysis indicates
that hospital admission rates are greater in SMSAs where there is more
hospital and surgical insurance coverage, more unused capacity (lower
occupancy rate, greater bed rate), more surgeons per capita, an ab-
sence of HMOs, and more nonwhites. The presence of nonsurgical
MDs is apparently not related to hospital admissions.
[11 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Introduction
The level and distribution of hospital services are a matter of continued
public interest. Concern stems from such considerations as the adverse
effects of delayed treatment arising from insufficient hospital bed capacity,
on the one hand, and the cost of maintaining unused beds, on the other.1
Utilization of rionfederal short-term general and specialty hospitals in the
United States has been in an uptrend in the post-World War Il period, as
shown in Table 1. Admissions jumped from one for every 10 persons in the
population during the late 1 940s to one for every 6.7 persons by the early
1970s. At the same time the number of beds in such hospitals increased
dramatically relative to the population. Hospital bed occupancy rates (the
proportion of days in the year the average bed is occupied) continued a
steady postwar rise, generating fears of shortages, till 1969, after which
they started a downward trend, partly because of a decline in the average
length of stay.2 This increase in hospital utilization is of especially great
interest because hospital costs have been growing rapidly over time: the
American Hospital Association reported that the average daily cost of
S
ITABLE1Utilization of Short-Term Generaland SpciaIty
NonfederalHospitals,SelectedYears,1946 to
1974
St )URCES-946 to 1960: Histonai5tatiiicof hc (Jrit.J Satsroar (vhnialTrrnrs to thet,'orr:
U.SBure.ru of the census,1965. Series l\t, 8198.208, 251, 252. 1q65 to 1970: SratitkalAbstact of the UotoiIrS,9'. US. HUO,'.IIr Ot the(r'r,Su 1972, Tab'es 2, 104,107.
1 974: Arrtei can HosçiitalAssociation. NOTE:The same dfin9ionsare used throughoot thetune series.
caring for patientsin short-term generalhospitals was $105in 1972,or nearly double the1966 cost.3
I Average values forthe UnitedStates mask substantialregional differ- ences in thepatameters of hospitalutilization (see TableA-4 in the appendix). Forexample,among the forty-eight
coterroinous statesin 1971, the number ofadmissions to nonfederal
short-term generalhospitals per thousand populationwas less than 125in five states(Delaware, Idaho, a Maryland, Newjersey, Rhode Island)and inexcess of 1 85 in threestates b (Montana. NorthDakota, andWest Virginia).4There was alsosubstantial variation in therelative numberof nonfederalshort-term generalhospital T beds-seven stateshad 3.5or fewer beds andten states had5.0 or more as beds per thousand
population.Occupancy rates forthese beds rangedfrom a low of 61percent in Wyomingto a high of 83percent in New York. as Although hospitalbedoccupancy ratesare decliningnationally, alleged in






This studydevelopsan economicframework foranalyzing theutilization of the short-term generalhospitals ina region.6 Thethree interrelateddimensions ho
of utilizationexplicitly understudyare the annual
occupancy rate (OR), £
the annualadmission rate(admissionsper thousand
population, ADMS'), ado
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equations for explaining regional differences in hospitalutilization are
gth discussed in section 2 and cstiniatedempirically in section 3.
Intheempiricalanalysis,StandardMetropolitanStatisticalAreas
(SMSA5)8 serve as my unit of observation fortwo reasons. First, SMSA
borders are designed to represent populationcenters and are clearly better
suited for this purpose than city,county, or state boundaries,It seems
reasonable that this is also true for "health"regions. Potential patients,
doctors, and hospital administratorsare presumably concerned more with
"reasonable commutation distances" than withcity or county boundaries.
Second, the data needed for this studyare generally available on an SMSA
basis and form a sufficiently large sample(192 observations). To my
knowledge this is the first time SMSAsare used as units of observation in
an econometric analysis of several interrelatedparameters of short-term
hospital utilization, Individuals (microdata), hospitalsin a particular geo-
graphic area, or states have served, instead,as units of observation in
previous U.S. studies.
The model assumes that hospitalsvary neither the direct money fees they
charge patients nor their total bedcapacity in response to short-run
variationsin the demand for admissions, but that they do take these
or variations into account when determining the long-runlevel of prices,
beds, and occupancy rates. Costsare incurred from constructing and main-
taining beds that are unoccupied (excess capacity).In addition, there are
e also costs of a different nature from delayingor denying admissions
1, because of a lack of unoccupied beds. The lattercosts include the greater
pain and suffering, increased probability of deathor permanent disability,
and greater curative costs arising Irom delayedtreatment. Other things
being the same, the greater the proportion ofunoccupied beds, the smaller
al the probability of an admission being denied becauseof hospital crowding.
al This means that there is an efficient levelbelow 100 percent for the
re average annual bed occupancy rate.
The randomness of the short-run demand foradmissions is an essential
aspect of the analysis of occupancy rates and bed rates.If there is an
d increase in the relative fluctuations around the expectedlevel of the
o short-run demand for admissions, the probability thata desired admission
will be denied can remain thesame if the average occupancy rateis
smaller and the bed rate greater. Using the binomial theorem,itis shown
that the short-run fluctuationsin demand for hospital care are greater
relative to the average demand the lower the admissionrate, the smaller
the size of the population, and the lower the substitutabilityof beds among
hospitals.
Empirically, the average occupancy rateispositively related to the
admission rate. A 10 percent higher admissionrate is associated with a 2.4
percent higher occupancy rate.Similarly, we find that more I)OPulousSMSAS do maintain higherO( cupaflcy rates and ha c fever bedsIx'r capitathey appear to makemore vtfI( U'Ot I.N(' U? bORtl(d(jtiesFor example, a fourfoldincrease in the populatioflirom 300000(Albuquer- que, New Mexico) to.2 million (Denver) woukl leadto a 7.7flercerg increase in occupancyrates without increasing theprohahi I dv thata de- sired admission will hedelayed or denied. Thiscan come Jl)oUtthrough increased admissions,a longer length 01 stay, ora reduction in thebed rate.
Beds can be viewedas reriect substitutes toreach other in thesame hospital, hutas less than perfect substitutesfor bedsin other hospitals because of limitedphysician affiliations aridimperfectcommunication of bed vacancies,among other reasons. Thissuggests that for thesame number of beds, thelarger the number ofhospitals is inan SMSA the lower the averagesubstitutability of bedsfor each otherand the )os'rthe occupancy rate will be.
If hospitals inan SMSA coordinated
their admissions andacted as it they were one, theoccupancy rate in theaverage SMSA could beincreased b' 3.5 percent, withno increase in theprobability of denyingan admission. This wouldpermit a higherrate of utilizationof the existingtacilities ora reduction in thebed rate. However,the appropriateI)OlicY nee(l not bethe physical mergingof hospitals,since theremay be diseconomiesof scale and additionaltransportation costsassociated withone aige central hospi- talcompared withseveralsmall neighborhoodhospitals. Whatis suggested, instead,is that thesubstitutability of bedsin differenthospitals could be increasedby a coordinatedinformationsystem on bedvacancies and admissions.Current computertechnology isadequate for thiscoor- dinating function,and multiplehospital affiliations
among doctors make it a realistic procedure.
Institutional barriersto patiententry also tendto reduce thesubstitutabil- ity of beds indifferent hospitals.For example,an artificial distinctionexists between federaland nonfederal(state and local,proprietary and voluntary) hospitals becauseof special
requirements for theuse of the former(e.g., veteran status>. Iftheserecuirenientswere eliminated,the nuniber of beds per capita couldbe reduced.
The hospitalsector apparentlydoes respondto the cost ofdelaying admissions. Withadmissionrates heldconstant, SMSAswith a greater proportion ofemergencies intheir casemixheart attacks,strokes, acci- dents, etceteraappear tomaintain agreater numberof bedsper capita. What is theprobability thatall thehospitals inan SMSA will beat full capacity andwill haveto denysome admissions?According toour
estimates theprobability thata weekly hospital
occupancy rate will reach 100 percentin an SMSAis 0. 1 5percent, orone week out ofabout thirteen
years. Althoughan optimalrate is notcomputed, thisestimate seemsery
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Ba rrvIt. (hi Lkv 1iiis not hiaci'rl,it stipcests that the 1)67 levels 1)1 occtipancv may
have been below an etticient level, pOSSII)ly because of the poor corn-
muriication of bed availability among hospitals in an SMSA. For the United
States as a whole, average bed occupancy rates fell from 78 percent in
1 967 to 75 percent in1 974 (see Table 1), suggesting even greater inef-
ficiency in hospital utilization.
The analysis of hospital adniissions assumes that potential patients are
responsive to the price of hospital care. Hospital admission rates are higher
where there is more insurance coverage for hospital and surgical care,
presuniably because insurance lowers the direct cost to the patient of
hospital expenses. The presence of an HM() (Health Maintenance Organiza-
tion) reduces the admission raterian SMSA, perhaps becaLise of the
incentive on the part of the HMO physicians and administrators to substi-
tute less costly out-of-hospital care and to engage inless surgery than
physicians in a fee-for-service practice. It appears that lIMOs max' go hand
in hand with fewer hospital beds per capita through affecting the admission
rate, rather than through a more direct route.
More surgeons per capita are associated with a higher admission rate,
possibly for the following reasons: surgeons migrate to regions with a
higher demand for their services, the presence of more surgeons reduces
the price of operations, and surgeons create a demand for their own
services because of poor information on the part of patients. By contrast,
the presence of nonsurgical physicians appears to be unrelatedto the
volume of hospital aclniissions.
Hospital administrators and physicians tend to deal with short-run 'aria-
tions in the demand for admissions on the basis of the urgency of 'need''
for hospitalization rather than on the basis of nioney price. Empirically, we
find that admission rates are lower when hospitals are niore crowded, that
is, when the occupancy rate is higher or when there are fewer beds per
capita for the same occiipancy rate (elasticity 0.34).
Climate is an important determinant of the demand for hospital care. For
example, the higher mean January temperature in \'Vashington, D.C. (37° F)
compared to Boston (30° F) can account for a 7.6 percent lower admission
rate, and a 1 .6 percent shorter length of stay
The income or wealth of an area also plays a role in its health sector.
Hospital admission rates are lower invealtFiier SMSAs (elasticity 0.7),
possibly because of better health or the gieater purchase of preventive
medicine or out-of-hospital care. Yet, with admission rates held constant,
there is a positive income elasticity of demand for a lower probability of a
denied or delayed admission. This is reflected empirically in a higher bed
rate in wealthier areas (income elasticity -1-0.25).
The analysis provides a confirmation of "Roenier's Law"--that an in-
crease in the stock of beds resultsin these beds being occupied. An










































exogenous 10 Xrc nil! in( rease in beds raisethe acInnssinrl rateby
percent ,in1 thr''nth ot cLv by 49 per(ent, and reducthe hfl(
rate by.1 percent. Thus, 83 percent ol the expa ncled hid'. dp,l( tv
becomes occupied.
The analysis can also be used to examine the relationbetween ,
presence ot nonwhites in an SMSA and the paranieters ot hnsptiuiii.
tion. Nonwhites have a higher admission rate anda longer length ostay
than whites, presumably because of theirpoorer health and theirgreater
use of public hospitals where length of stay is longer.I-h)weverthere jç
apparently no relation br'tveeri the percent nonwhitein an SMS\ andthe bed rate. As a result, hospitalsare more cr )wded in areas s itha greater
proportion of nonhites. At this stage of researchit iS not known,unfortu. nately, whether this greater crowdingis shared equally by thewhites and the nonwhites in theseareas.
Introduction
A theoretical model forexplaiiiing regional differencesin the utilization of short-term general hospitalsis developed. Threemeasures of hospital utilization are explicitlytreated as endogenousor dependent variables: the annual occupancyrate, the annual admissionrate, and the bed rate. The annual occupancyrate (OR) is theproportion of clays in theyear in which the average hospitalbed in thearea (SMSA) is occupied. Thatis,itis the ratio of the total numberof patient days ofhospital care ulivided bythe product 01365 and thenumber of beds (OR= PD/'365 BEDSJ. The annual admissjon rateann the bed rate are thenuniber of hospital admissionsper year and the nurnher ofhospital beds,per thousand ot populationn the area, respectisely
The Framework
Our analysis ofhospital utilization






























by the hospital. It encompasses a hrnarl pruiconcept, including the value
of the extra discomfort, loss ot earnings, andcurative costs caused by a
delayed admission and the pourer quality ofservice that may arise iruni
crowded hospitalconditions. At a higher price fewer admissumsare
demanded.
The height of the short-run market demandcurve in an SMSA at a
moment in time is a function of systematic and random elements. The
systematic variables include the demographic characteristics of the popula-
tion, the extent of health insurance coverage, et cetera. At a moment in
time, at each price ol admission, each individual has a probability of
''demanding" an admission, the randoni element in the short-run demand
for admissions is due to the aggregation across individuals of theoutcome
of this random process. Thus, the short-run market demandcurve fluctuates
randomly about its expected value. The urves D,D0 and D1 Dri Figure 1
are two short-run demand curves.







NOTE:SS = short-run supplcurve
DD and D1D1 = short-run dencsnd cues
cc = hospital capacity (tOO'S OR)
OA,,
oc supply occupancy rate at price P.,
Demond Curve
resulting in 100% OR
D0= Expected demand
C
Admissions per unit of time
Hospital Utilization: SMSA Differences in Rates 333Ifitis assunied that the bed rate arid average length ot stay are constant
in an SMSA in the shortrun,the price-inelastic line C(inFigure 1
represents a 100 percent OCC1Ip1fl(V rate--capacity utilization---ot hospital
beds. If there were no fluctuations in the demand for hospjtal admissions,
hospitals Could maintain a 100 percent bed occupancy rate each day. Then
CC would be the short-run supply of admissions. However, a1 00 rx'rcett
daily occupancy rate need not be efficientif there are fluctuations in
demand and if there are costs associated with a delayed or denied hospital
admission. The larger the relative random fluctuation in the demand for
admission and the relative cost of a delayed or denieo admissionare, the
greater the efficient amount of unused capacity is on the average day Sc) as
to satisfy the deniand for admissions in all hutI OOo percent of the time
periods.
Hospital administrators and doctors are assumed to respond toa rise in
the short-run demand curve for admissions byincreasing the number ot
aclrnisions and hence theoccupancy rate. lHosvever, higher F)ed Occu-
pancy rates are costlythe marginal cost of providing hospital care in-
creases as the hospitak approach capacity utilization. Hence, the short-run
supply curve is upward rising and is assuniecl to be perfectly inelastic ata
100 percent bed occupancy rate.'
Suppose, for example, the short-run demandcurve is D0D,, in Figure 1
and the short-run shadowPrice and number of admissions are P, and A,,,
respectively. BecaLise of random factors the short-run demandcurve shifts
to D,D,. For the same nuniber of actual admissions A0, thenew demand
curve implies a higher shadow price of an admission P2. The higher
shadow price would arise from thegreater proportion of potential patients
who are denied, or givena delayed, admission.'However, at this high
shadow price hospitals will supplymore admissions and increase the
occupancy rate. The new equilibrium in response to the increase inthe
short-run demandcurve to D, D, is at P,, A,, which represents a higher
price and quantity of admissions than in theinitial equilibrium.
An occupancy rate equation is developed later(see equation 21 and
Table 2) in which SMSA differences inoccupancy rates are specifically
related to SMSA differences in the factorsthat result in fluctuations in the
short-run demand for admissions.An admission rate equationis also
developed (see Table 3) to analyzethe effects of SMSA variations in the
systematic factors determining the deniandfor admissions.
In the long run the bedrate in an SMSA is not constant. The demand
nirve for hospital beds in an SMSA isa function of two aspects of the
demand for admissions Thefirstis the demand for beds lo satisfy the
long-run systematic demandfor admissions. The second is thedemand for
beds to satisfy the randomlyfluctuating short-run demand foradniissions in
all but lOOcc percent oftime periods (a < .50). Ata higher shadow price
I









































TABLE 2Occupancy Rate Equation





Square root ot inverse /
I= spo
ot population V POP
Square root of number
of hospitals SQl IOSP
Bed stock variable
Bed rate BEDS'
lengtlo of stay variables
.5-
of admission fewer admissions and hence fewer beds are demanded (see
Figure 2). For the reasons indicated above, the long-run supply of hospital
beds in an SMSA is assumed to be perfectly elastic. Thus, in the long runt
the observed bed rate is a function of the long-run systematic demand for
hospital admissions, the amplitude of the short-run fluctuationsin the
demand for admissions around the long-run expected level, and the height
of the horizontal supply curve for hospital beds. The equation for the
long-run demand for beds is developed below (see equation 25 and Table
Randomness of Demand for AdmissionsThe maintenance of a hospital
bed and itsauxiliary equipment and personnelis costly.If a known
constant number of beds were demanded each day in each hospital,
occupancy rates of less than 100 percent would represent wasted re-
sources. Since there is fluctuating demand for hospital services, however,
the presence of 'unused capacity" on the average day in an area may be
efficientup to a point, vacant beds are a productive resource. The extent
to which hospital utilization rates do, in fact, respond to fluctuations in the
demand for admissions is a major aspect of our analysis.
Other studies, to be sure, have used the randomness of admissions as a
basis for analyzing hospital occupancy rates.'4 This study, however, differs
irom the others in terms of (1) the specification of the randomness model
(including the effects of population size and number of hospitals), (2) the
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Explanatory Variable Symbol Prcdk:ted SignI
TABLE 3Admission Rate Equation
(dependent variable: admissions per thousand
population, ADMS*)
Explanatory Variable Symbol Predicted Sign
'Qustron mark rndicates ambiuoucsign
and (3) the application of themodel to regional differences inhospital
utilization rather than to hospitaldifferences within an area.
Let us specify an accounting periodof D days, where D daysnìay be one
day, seven days,or 365 days. In the time period of D daysan individual is
either admitted toa hospital or he is not.That is, "admission toa hospital" is a dichotomousvariable for an individual. LetN designate the
observed number of admissionsin an area in time periodt, and POP
designate the size of thepopulation. Then, Ne/POP isthe observed admission rate in thearea for the time period t, D daysin length.
Let p designate the long-termadmission rate in thearea, that is, the admission rate in thestatistical universe. The expectednumber of adrnis- sions is E(N)= p(POP). The observed nuniber ofadmissions in any one
Supply shift 'ariahes
Natural log ol occupancy rate nOR
Bed rate B E[)S*
Insurance variable
Hospital and surgical insurance
per capita HI
Income variable











Medical students I)er hundred
thousand population MST'C +
State of health variables
it.Mean January temperature JANTEMP
Percent of the population nonwhite NWHT +
Mortality per thousand population MORT* +
Demographic variables (age and sex)S
FIGURE 2Iong-Run Supply and Demand
for Hospital Beds
Price
(3CViPD) SD(PD) S\/POP(p)(1- P)
1 1(1 - I)




DO and [)'[)' = long-run deniand curve
ademand for beds tosatifCXC( td
number of admissions
b = demand for beds tosahsfvall hut Itilta
Frcent of the fluctuating short-run demand
foi admission
time period, N1, is a random variable which Iornis a distribution around
the mean E(N).
The nuniber of patient days (PD1) of hospital care in the time period is
the sum across patients of all ol the lengths of stay. The number of patient
days (PD) can be thought of as the average length of stay (LS1) multiplied
by the number of admissions (N1). lithe mean length of stay does not vary
across time periods, the expected number of patient days is
IllE(PD) = EI(LSHN)) = LS(p)(POP)
lJsing the binomial formula, the variance across time periods in patient
days is
(2)Var(PD) = ()2(pOp)(p)( I p1
The coefficient of variation,a commonly used measure of relative
variation, is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of a variable.











oneTABLE 4Bed Rate Equation








Flea Rh sector variables
Percent of beds in
federal flosPitàlS
HMO
Medical students per hundred
thousand populat oil
Demographic variables
Emergermc deaths per thousand
population EMFRG*
Percent nonwhite ' NWHT
Percent change in population CHPOP
I.
V15)1'I'
'Quest!on niark indcmtps anmhRu{,u)gn.
The relative variation in thenumber of patient days of hospitalcare
demanded is smaller, the largerthe size of the population(POP) and the
greater the rate of admission(p).'
Using the central limit theoreni.if the demand foran admission by one
individual were independentof that by others, the demandfor patient clays in a large area would benormally distributedacross time periods, as is shown in Figure 3,7
Suppose, however, thatindividual demands for admissionwere posi- tively correlatecltIieprobability is higher that Jonesvil I enter a hospital if Smith enters a hospital.This situation arises intile course of epidemic
diseases or natural disasters.For the same expectednumber of admissions the variancein the nuniber of patient daysof hospital care demandedis greater (smaller) if individualdemands for admissionare l)oSitiveiy (nega- tively) correlated. Thefrequency distribution ofpatient days is no longer normally distributed,although it may still besymmetric around the mean. With a declineover time in the relativeimportance of infectious diseases as a cause of hospitalizationthere has presuniablybeen a decline in the correlation amongindividual demandcurves for medical care.
FEDBED +
FPvI() -
Explanatory Variable Symbol Predicted SignI










Let us make the sirnphtying assumption that individual demands for
hospital admissions are statistically independent of each other. Then the
variation across time periods in the number ot patient clays demanded is
normally distributed. In order to have a sufficient number ot beck to satisfy
demand for admission for, say, 97.percent of the time periods, the
nuniber of beds in an SMSA shouki exceed the rilean number of patient
days by approximately twice the standard deviation of patient clays.
Although during the average period of D days there are 'unused'' bedS,
these beds are fully used (occupied) during about 2.5 percent of the time
periods.
let us designate a as the probability that the number of patient days of
hospital care demanded in the time period of D days exceeds the capacity
(number o beds times the number of clays in the time ijeriocl) of the
hospitals. '' The standardized normal variate Za indicates that the number
of beds is sufficient for all but lOOa percent of occurrences. Here, and in
Figure 3, a = 0.025 and Z 2.0.
The number of beds a community requires to satisfy the demand for
patient days, in lODa percent occurrences is
(4)B = !E(PD) -Z,,SD(PDfl -
That is, for only lOOa percent of occurrences will the number of patient
days demanded in the time period D exceed
E(PD + Z0SD(PD)























E(PD) The expected bedoccupancy rate (OR) equals it the beds is assumed fixed.Then,
E(PD
I (61OR = =
Taking natural logs andusing the relation that In)4 a)a when a is small, 20
nOR = -L,, )CV(PD;
Substituting equa hon (3)into equation (7j,
)n(OR= L,, - -
According to equation(8), theoccupncy rate is positively relatedto the size of thepopulationthe admissionrate, and theproportion of Occur- rences in which the demand
exceeds the supply ofbeds (),21 This provides us withtwo measural)leexplanatory variables forinter-SMSA differences inoccupancy rates: populationsize and the admissionrate. When a bed is"acateciitisnot always ininiediatelyreoccupjed by another patient,even if there is queuing forbeds. The bedmay be vacated too late in the day forthe next patientto arrive, or the bedmay be reserved for a dayor two for a patient'ho is expectedto arrive. 27 The 'userate" of a hospital bed shall bedefined as theoccupancy rate plus theproportion of clays of potentialoccupancy lost becauseof alate dischargeor bed reservation Dataon bed use rates (honot exist. However theconcept of "use" withoutoccupancy may influencethe relation betweenthe admis- sion rate and theoccupanc' rate.
The total numberof bed daysused in an SMSAin a year is thesum of the bed days ofoccul)anc and the bed clays"consumed" by lagsbetween successis'e occupan(iesThatis,in time l)eriodt.
USE1N 13N, LG1
where IC1 is thelag in fillinga bed Per adrnissiorThe use rate(UR) is obtained by dividingequation (9) by365)(B)or
U 0)(JR1 = = OR1 + 36B 367(B(
Since N1 (p1)(POp)and at fullcapacity theuse rate equals unity, (lifierentlating (JRwith respectto Pt at fullcapacity when B iscontan( (ii)aUR()OR
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where e is the elasticity of the lag per adniission (LG ) with respect to the
admjssion rate (ps).
If on average a lag between admissions exists (IC > O and if this lag is
invariant with respect to adniission (e = 0), at 'full capacitythe measured
occupancy rate will be less than 100 percent,and a higher admission rate
implies a lower occupancy rate. As long as the elasticity of the lag with
respect to admissions is larger in algebraic value than minus unity (i.e., e>
- 1, so that (1 + e) > 0). at full capacity occupancy ratesdecrease with an
increase in admissions.
Thus, it is hypothesized that, ceteris paribw, occupancy rates rise with
increases in the admission rate up to a very high level of occupancy.
beyond which further increases in the admission rate may have no effect,
or a negative effect, on the occupancy rate.
Returning to equation (5), by rearranging terms we canwrite
B[(PD) Z,,CV(PD)!




Substituting for the expected value and coefficient of variation in f)at!et
days,
-ln! 1
The first two terms on the right hand side of equation (1 5) show the
relationship between the systematic variables and the bed late B/POP.
while the last term shows the relationship betveen the randomnessof
admissions and the bed rate.
Coordination amongI-Iospital BedsThusfar, the model has inipl icitly
assumed that all hospital beds in an area (here an SMSA) are equally good
substitutes for each other. This assumption of the absence ofsegmentation
in the hospital sector is unrealistic for several reasons.
First, there may be differentiation among hospitals in thedemographic
characteristics of the patients they will admit. For example, short-termOr
gorier-a hopita Is are ditteRntjated ontile I)ase. 01 aie children,eercilric),
dl id Velerj n1at u
Second, patienls may jew beds indirt erent hospitals as being imperler
substitutes For e,ich other. Thiss ould arise because 01 real or perceived
(litterences among hospitals insocial and phys ral amenities, mlgiot,
affiliation, distance from lhehome of the patientor his relatves, et cetera
Third. hospital bedsnabe linpertect substitutesfor one another be-
cause physicians have aI Im!ted nunibe, 01 hospitalaffiliations. Patients tend to "choose'a iiospitl on the basis of their physician'saffiliation'. rather than choosea physician onthe basis of his hospital affiliations,
The less-than-perfect substituthi!tv among hospital beds hasan impl ica-
tion for the Lltiizalinn of Nospitlresources, it can he shown theoretically
that, ceteris j)iribns, thesmaller the substitutiondi long hospital beds. the
less efficient the utnlizition of hospitals xviI! bcas ineisured hs a lower
occt:panc\ rate arid a higher bedrate
Suppose two SMSAs havethe same popul dtion,admission rate, and desired .The comma ities differ.howeverin that SMSA A hasrinie hospital (H,- 1), whereas SMSA B has k identicalhospitals H11= k), one kr each of the k deniiographc groups and each ser'inig1 001k percent of the popii Ia lion. Bs'substituting eq nation(3) into eq vat ion (1 3) forr'oiii ni flity A,
BDi = EPP) (1 + ZCV(PD)) = FPD (1- 71
For community B,
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That ic, releric parihuc her'aiice otecs pffjipl pooling of beds the hed
rate would be higher and the occupancy rate lower in the SMSA with more
hospitals.
This finding need not imply that there would he efficiency gaiils from
merging all of the hospitals in an area into one hospital.If this merging
were done all other factors would not be held constant,Itis not clear
whether the merging of several small neighborhood hospitals into one
central hospital would entail additional social costs. First, there niay be an
increase in the average distance traveledtand from the hospital by
physicians, patients, and also the patient's visitors.23 These costs should be
evaluated not solely on the basis of increased opoortunity cost (time cost)
of travel to the hospitalbut also on the basis of the cost of delay in
receiving emergency medical treatment.24 Second, there is evidence that
larger hospitals, other variables held constant, are less efficient in (:oor-
dinating the myriad o( medical and nonmedical tasks performed within
hospitals.2' And there is the frequently asked, 1)111 perhaps unanswerable,
question of the optimal hospital size in terms of minimum average cost.26
Finally, there has been a development of capital-intensive but often little-
used forms of diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment. Substantial economies
niay accrue fromconcentrating this equipment in a small number of large
hospitals rather than keeping a proliferation of expensive hut underused
equipment in many smaller hospitals.
The model developed here clues not explicitly address itseltto the
optimal hospital size. It is, however, addressed to the coordination (com-
munication) among hospitals. Modern data processing techniques can be
used to anticipate hospital demands and coordinate admissions so as to
reduce bed vacancies.
Occupancy Rate Equation We can now develop the theoretical equations
for analyzing regional differences in hospital bed occupancy rates. Corn-
biiiing the niode!s for the randomness of demand for admissions and the
imperfect substitution among bedsindifferent hospitals generates the
equation for the(h SMSA,




and HOSP is the number of short-term general hospitals in the SMSA. The
parameter 4 is the standardized normal variate for the proportion (a1)of
instances in which the demand for beds exceeds the available supply of
beds in the tb SMSA. Although Zis not directly measurable for anSMSA, the average value ofZ, can he estimated ba regression of nOR
on V.27
The partial effectson the occupancy rate of each of thenleasurabk.
components of V can be estimated by regressing InORas a linear function
of these variables. This forriiulation(as shown in Table 2) facilitates the
inclusion of additional variablesin the analysis of occupancyrates. II an SMSAexperiences an increase in its bed rate (bedsper thousand
population), and the SMSA'sadmission rate andaverage length of stay
remain constant, theoccupancy rate will fall.28 The exogenous increasein the bed rate also tendsto increase the admissionrate. Therefore, SMSAs with higher bed ratesmay have higher admission rates and loweroccu- pancy If the bed rate isnot held constant, we couldobserve a
spurious negat;ve partial effect ofaonlissioris on occupancy rates. Thus, the bed rate (BEDS*)is entered into theoccupancy rate equation and is
hypothesized to havea negative partial effect.
With the adlnhiSsionrate and bed rate heldconstant, the occupancy rate is, by definition,a function of the average lengthof stay. It would be useful to examine the effectson occupancy rates of severalvariables that may influence the average lengthof stay. There is,for exampleconsiderable public interest in racialdifferences in the patternof utilization of hospital
resources. Blacks tend to havealonger average lengthof stay than whites° Thismay be due to such factomsas poorer health, a greateruse of public hospitalsbecause of a lower levelof income and wealth,and less desirable housingconditions that make thehome a less satisfactorysubsti- tute for the hospitalmn the recuperation period.Then, with the admission rate and bed rate heldconstant, populations witha greater l)roportion of nonwhites (% NWHT) wouldhave a higher bedoccupancy rate.3 Climate is another factorof interest. Withthe admissionrate held constant, SMSAs in colderwinter climatesare expected to have longer lengths of stay fortwo reasons. First, sinceadmission ratesare higher in colder winterdlimates,the case mix isexpected to be more heavily weighted towardSerious cases where themean January temperatureis lower, andmore serious cases havelonger average lengthsof stay. Second, with case mix heldconstant patients are likelyto be kept in thehospital longer the lessamenable the nonhospitalenvironment is torecuperation Nonhospital careispresuniably lessproductythan hospitalcare for recuperatise purposes ina colder winter climatethan in awarmer climate. The partial effectof mean January
temperature (JANTEMP)on occupancy. rates is h1ypothesjzeçto be negative.
Finally, the modelcan be used to testwhether more rapidlygrowing SM3A5 (greaterannual percentchange inpopulation,CHPQp) have lOWCroccupancy fates. The shorterlength ofstay flay be dueto the better health ofmigrants and thegreater attractiienessto migrants ofhealthier en V iron nients
















































SOURCE:{quations (21)ncI251nd 1,bles 2.3. ,nd 4.
Table 2 and Figure 4 summarize the theoretical regression equationfor
the analysis of SMSA differences in short-term general hospital occupancy
rates. (A more detailed definition of the variables anddata sources are
presented in the appendix.) The hypothesized signs for the partial effects of
the variables are presented. All of the explanatory variables, except for the
admission rate, niay be viewed as being caused independently of the
dependent variable, the natural log of the occupancy rate.
The admission rate is an endogenous explanatory variable, since itis, in
part, a function of the occupancy rate. Given fixed capacity inthe short
run, tile cost of admitting a patient to fill a bedincludes the cost associated
with the higher probability that a patient with a greaterdemand for
admission (e.g., with an illness in more urgent need of hospital care)will
be subject to a delayed or denied admission. The increase in the probahil-
ity of delaying a more serious case because of aparticular hospital





adniison is iero for kw levels 01occupancy, hut rises as th()( (Ul)1fl(\
rate increases, This results ina more selective admi',sions pUh(durrnj
periods of higheroccripan y rates. Uliat is, less seriousCases Iorrii a Sflialler
proportion of a hospital'scase mix (luring per:ods of highOccupancy rates,
Since the admission rateis an endogenous variable, itis not appropriate
to use ordinary leastsquares regression analysis for estimatingthe oc- pancy rate eqLiation. Instead, theequation is ('stiniated on the basisof two-stage least squaresand a predicted aclniissionrate.
Adrnision Rare EquationEconomic demo raphic andinstitutional van- ables are used to explainregional differences in theadmission rate of short-terni general hospitals.
The cost of admittinga patient to a hospital includes thevalue iSSo( ated with the mr reasedprobability that this admissionWill dekiv the Potential admission of a patient witha stuonger demand for hospitalcare. itis for this reason that hospitalsappear to be more SeleCt!yeithe cases they admit when they are crowded.Medical conditions for whichrlelay in treatnient or alternative treatmentsareless costly,ire Put lower downon the admissions queue (luringperiods oF highoccupancy rates. Some of those persons whose initialrequest for an admissionis denied willriot he admitted subsequentlybecause theyreceive an alternative lormof medical care, have aspontaneoUs cure including thediscovery that thereias Ou medical problem)or die. Alternatjs'e formsof medicalcare include treatment in the home,specialized hospitalsnursing homes, and hospitals o1itSiCfe the SMSA.
Thus, we expecta negative partial effect ofthe occupancyrate, an index of hospitalcrowding, on theadniissiori rate. In addition,with theDccii- pancy rate heldconstant, more bedsper capita in an SMSA implya larger absolute number ofvacancies per capita and hencea lower sharlowprice for an adn1is5ionsliich
results in a larger nuniherof admissions. Totest a "beds effect," thebed rate (BEDS
)is enteredas an explanator;variable and is hypotliesijto have a Positivepartial effect Onadmissions It could heargued, however, thata positive Partialcorrr'l,ition between the admissionrate and the her]rate is riot due tomoi'e beds (ausingriore adniissioris but,rather to a Ii igherdemand for admissionscausing more hospital beds to beconstruc ted. Thissuggests that the bedrate should be viewed as anendogenoijc variable(deterniinecl withinthe model),not an exogenous variable(determinedoutside of themodel) in an analysisof hospital admissi,i
In the shoitrun the bed rateis viewed as fixed,and the hospital admission andoccupancy ratesare imiterrelateciIn the longrun, the bed rateot fixed and thethree variablesare interdependentAs the nuniljerI






































o I)('(IS iduStto long-run conditiofls, the u cupancv rate may rise some'
o itsu idiJditv. (A model ideveloped belosfor analyzing SMS\ differ
ences in the bed rate.) The analysis ot interregional differences inidmis-
sions is performed for both a 'short-run' model, using a predicted occu-
pancy rate and the observed bedrate as explaiiatory variables, and a
long-run model ,'' using a predicted bed rate.
Itis often argued that the effect ot more extensive hospital and surgical
insurance coverage is to lower the patients direct cost ofincreniental units
of medical services and thereby to increase their incentive to purchase
more medical services. This increased purchase tiiayhe clone directly by
the patient either through requesting more services or by searching for a
doctor who will pres( nbc these services. It may also occ:ur if the doctor,
seeing the lowered direcprice to the patient, suggests or provides niore
medical care. This additional medical care may show up. iiipart, as a
higher rate of hospital admission. Thus, greater hospitalanrlsLirgical
insurance coverage tier capita (HI)is expe ted to be associated with a
higher rate of hospital ad fli iss ion.
In some states medical care can be privately purchased on a basis which
is not fee-for-service. A health maintenance organization (HMO)provides
prepaid group practice services. In consideration for a fee paid in advance
(without fee-for-service), an HM() assures the delivery of a broad rangeof
health services,iricri Liding physician arid hospital care.'
Since thereisriolee-for-service, the clients of an FIMO have an
incentive to demand more services, including hospital services,than
otherwise. The HMO, on the other hand, has an incentive to use the least
costly methods of improving its clients' health and to discourage the use of
servicessubject to the constraint that dissatistied clients need riot renew
their HMO subscription. It has been alleged, therefore, that HMOclients
receive a higher level of preventive (Tare, greater out-of-hospitalcurative
care, and lessin-hospital curative care than those who rely on the
fee-for-service system.
This suggests the hypothesis that hospital admission rates are lower,
ceteris parihus, in SMSAs in which a larger proportion 01 thepopulation is
in an HMO, but the relevant data are riot available. We can,liowes'er,
construct aci ichotomous explanatory variable, HMO, which takes the
value of unity for an SMSA in a state in which an HMO exists, and avalue
of zero if there is rio HMO. This HMO variable is hypothesized tohave a
negative partial effect on the admission rate in an SMSA.
There are several reasons for a relationship between the nii mberof
physicians per capita in an SMSA and hospital admissions. First, the greater
the relative number of physicians, with demand for their servicesheld
constant, the lower the cost and consequently the greaterthe use of their
servicesf' Second, if the supply schedule of physicians' services isheld
Lfixed, communitieswith a higher demandtur healthare have a larger number of physiciansper capita.1-inally, it has IW('I) .11r'gedthat phyi- Claus create their own demand.The more physicianspci capita, theinure medical care receivedper capita; UI) the oe hand,physir i,)flS \VI5I) to"fill Up'' their day, and,on the other, patients placecuflsiderable faith inthe physician's adviceas to the amount andtype o1 medicalcare that should be purchased.
The effecton hospital admissionsof a larger numberof physicians depends on whether
physicians' servicesare complenientaryto or sub- stitutable for hospitalservices. Surgeons'services arc hospital-using.How- ever, it is not cleara priori whether hospitalservices are substitutesbr or complements to themedical care providedby nonsurgicatout-of-hospital physicians. Thus,the number ofsurgeons per thousandpopulation (SIJRG*l ishypothesized to havea 1)ositi'e partialttect oh admissions,but the partial effectof nonsurgicalout-of-hospitalphysiciansper thousand population (GFNMD)is riot cleara priori. One mightask the question, Does the effecto the presence ofa larger numberof physiciansdepend on the extent ofhospital insurancecoverage? In orderto answer it,two linear interaction variablesare provided forhospital insuranceand physicians- (HlMD*) and(Hl)(SG*).
The variablemedian familyincome lNC)is also includedin the analysis. Incomemay be a proxyvariable for healthstatus.3' Further, itis not clear a prioriwhether hospitaladmissions increaseor decrease with Income, with an initiallevel o healthhekl constant.4°At any given level,if preventive or earlycurative careare less hospital-usingthan cureat later stages, patientswith higherincomesmay have a loweradniission rate.On
L the otherhand, theremay be a positive
income elasticity ofdemand cor hospital-usingcurative medicine.Thus, no predictionis offeredas to the effect of medianfamily incomeon the admissonrate. Hospital admissionrates appearto be seasonal;they tendto he higher t'( in the fall andwinter than inthe spring andsunimer.31 Thus,if all other variables thatinfluence hospitaladmissionsare held constant,
communities
with moresevere winters willtend to havehigher admissionrates. Mean
Januarytemperature(JANTEMP) is usedas a measure ofthe severityof (he winter andis hypothesizedto havea negative partialeffecton the
admissionrate.
Si
Our dependentvariabletheadmissionrateis definedas the number
tak
of admissionsin theshort-term generalhospitals locatedin a particular SMSA in 1967 dividedby thepopulation ofthe SMSA.An admissionrate
obtained in thisnianner is a biased
estimate of thehospital adniiscionrate
of theresident populationof theSMSA. Toobtain thepopulation'strue s
admissionrate, theadmissions ofuonresideniswho used theSMSA's of
hospitalsshould beeliminated whilethose ofresidents s'hoentered mar
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short-term general hnspiials uiitside the SMSA should be included inthe
data. Unfortunately, however, itis not possible to niake these adjustments.
An alternative procedure is to obtain a proxy for the net in-migration of
patients. On the assumptions that the net in-niigration would be greater the
more the SMSA is Lised as a health center and that an SMSA is more likely
to serve as a health center ifit has a medical school--esoecially a large
onethe number of medical school students per hundred thousandpopii-
lation (MST*C) is used here as a control variable.
Finally, the probability of hospitalization in ayear is related to a person's
demographic characteristicsage, sex, and race. Thus, admission rates by
SMSA will vary with the demographic composition of the population, and
variables are included in the study to capture these effects: the percentage
of the population that is female (Yc FEMAL), the percentages of males and
females separately in the age groups 10 to 39, 40 to 54, and 35years of
age and over, the live birth rate (LBR), and the percent of the population
that is nonwhite (NWHT). It would also he desirable to hold constant a
measure of the "healthiness" of the SMSA's environment; the mean
January temperature captures some of this effect. With family income and
demographic composition of the SMSA held constant, the health status of
the environment may he highly correlated with the mortality rate (MORT*).
Table 3 and Figure 4 present the admission rate equation and indicate the
hypothesized effect of each variable. (A more detailed definition of the
variables and data soUrces are presentedin the appendix.)
Bed Rate EquationThe models developed above provide a framework for
analyzing SMSA differences in the number of short-term general hospital
beds. Recall that the model for the randomnes5 of demand for admissionto
a hospital and the model for the lack of coordination among hospitals (see
equations 13 and 17) indicated that we can write42




Since E(PD) = (LS)(p), cliv cling both sides of equation (22) by (D)(POP),
taking natural logarithms, and using the relation ln(1 ± ZV) ZV.
ln(BEDS) = ln 4- ln)p)Z,, V
where BEDSis the bed rate. The bed rate is now expressed as the suni









































teredarid the demand for beds dueto the randomness of admissions 7,, V.1 he
demand for beds due to thesystematic demand U r admissionsis smaller
the lower the atlmrss,onrate and the shotier the length of stay. The(leimlnd for beds due to stochasticadmissions is smaller the higherthe admission
rate, the larger the size of thepopulation, the smaller the numberot
hospitals, and the greater thedesired proportion ofoccurrences in whjch
demand for beds exceedsthe number of beds available(a).
It we can postulatea relation that explains SMSA variationin a WO can develop aklitronalvariables for explaining SMSAvariations in the l)ed rate. What factors, then, couldhe postulatedas being associated with a smaller
probability a) that admissions'ill have to he delayedbecause of exces- sive cro\'dirig?It seems reasonabli thatthere would he a positiveincome or wealth elasticity of demandfor a smaller probabilitof a delayed adni,ssjoiiIn addition,greater wealth in a communitywould facilitate charity caprtal fundraising and decrease thecost to the comilmunity of
borrowing funds for theaddition of hospital beds.Thus, itis hyly)tl1eSiZed that a isa negative function arid 7,,,therefore, a positivefUnction of median fanii ly incomeinthe SMSA. Themore important the roleeniergen- cies play in an SMSAcase mix, the greater theexpected cost froma delayed or deniedadmission Thus, ceterisparibus, the moreimportant the ernergen( ies, the smaller thedesired a and,consequently the higher the bed rate.14
With the admissionrate held constantit can be 11ypothesjz((lthat an SMSA servingas a medical center woukll)refer a lower probabilityof rejecting an "interesting"(exotic) case because ofa scarcity of beds. In additionthe case mix is likelyto contain a higherproportion of more serious illnesses, whichhave a longer lengthof stay. The extentto which an SMSA servesas a medical center,nleasured by the number ofmedical students per hundredthousand Population(MSTC) is hvpothesjzrclto be Positively related to thebed rate.
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by less than the increase in the number of federal beds. State and local
government short-term general hospital beds are good substitutes 1or beds
in voluntary hospitals. Although proprietary hospitals charge higher fees
than nonprofit hospitals, there are no other special barriers to patient entry.
The proportion of proprietary beds in the total bed census is so criiall that it
is unlike!y that SMSA variations in proprietary hospital beds could have a
statisticallysignificanteffectonthe overall bedrate.4Thus,itis
hypothesized that the'veterans effect" results in a positive relation be-
tween the proportion of short-term general hospital beds in federal hospitals
(' FEDBED) and the bedrate.
The parameter Zft can be hypothesized as a function of several other
variables. Roerner and Shonick suggest that clients in HMOs have a lower
admission rate because HMOs use a ''shortage' of beds as a mechanism
for restricting hospital admissions.46 This implies that, with the admission
rate held constant, there is a negative relation between our HM() variable
and the bed rate.
Since blacks have been subject to discrimination in the provision of
other public services,47 this may be true also of hospital services.In
addition, with nonprofit hospitals financed to a large extent by voluitary
contributions fron wealthy individuals and foundations, any discrimination
from these sources against blacks would imply that SMSAs with a larger
fraction of the population black or nonwhite (NWI-IT) may have a lower
bed rate.
Finally, the bed rate in an area is a function of the svav its denominator,
population, changes.Ifhospitalconstructionlagsbehind population
growth, the greater the increase in popUlation, the smaller the bed rate. Ii
the conimunity anticipates future demands on the basis of current pOpula-
tion growth rates, a positive partial relation would exist between the bed
rate and the growth rate of the population (ç7 CH POP). The population
growth rate effect would appear as short-run variations in Z.
The variable Z,, which is not measurable for individual SMSAs, has been
hypothesized to be a (unction of a set of exogenous explanatory variables.
For the sake of simplicity, a linear functional form is postulated,
Z = b ± b INC -i- b2 EMERG +
Substituting equation (24) into equation (23), we can express the bed rate
as a function of these exogenous variables:
InBEDS = ni )-i- In p + b0 \' + b1 V(INC) + b2 (V)(EMERG*)
In equation (25), the partial derivative of lnBEDSwith respect to V,
evaluating the other exogenous variables at their means, provides an







































interaction terfli ot V witha variable is the sameas the siii ot the partiil CtteCt of that variableon Z,, and on the bedrate. Table 4 and Figure4 present the bedrate equation. (Fora detailed definition of thevariables and datasources, see the appendix.)
[31 EMPIRICALANALYSIS
In the preceding
pages structural equationsand hypotheSe'were de- veloped to explainregional differencesin short-term generalhospital occupancy rates, admissionrates, and bedrates. Thic sectionpresents the empirical estimationof these equations andtests the hypothesesfor1 967 hospital utilizationdata, using SMSASas units of observation.The (lataarc described in theappendix.)
Occupancy Rate





is measurable,and 4 isnot measurablefor individualSMSAs. If the assumptions of the modelare valid, theregression of the naturallog of the occupancy rate on V willnot have anintercept, but willhave a negative slope coefficient,the absolutevalue of whichis our estimateZ,, When the normal distributionis used, the slopecoefficient indicatesthe proportionof occurrences () inwhich thedemand for bedsin theaverage SMSA exceeds theavailable supplyof beds.
Table 5presents theregressions of nORon V.48 Theoccupancy rate is expressed inratio form, themean OR is 0.77, andthe a(lnlissionVirial)le p is the predicted









































Explanatory Linear Regression through the Origin




where p ixthe predicted annual admission rate per thousand population dix ided by 52,000. The
admission rate is computed from the reduced form regression with the exogenous x'ariahies that enter the
admission rate and occunancv rate equationssee Table A.3L
intercept forced througn the Origin.
implies a = 0.00 1 5 = 0.1 Spercent.In other words,if an accounting
period D of one week is assumed, the demand for beds equals or exceeds
the supply of beds, on average, in only 0.15 percent of the weeks.
The value of a can be computed for various time periods (D). For
example, on approximately 1 3 percent of the days some potential patients
would he subject to a delayed or a denied admission.5° These point
estimates of a seem reasonable and provide additional support for the
model under investigation.
Table 6 presents a linear regression of the natural logarithm of the
occupancy rate on the randomness model variables and on four additional
variables. The (predicted) admission rate has a significant positive effect on
the occupancy rate: the greater the exogenous factors increasing the
admission rate are, the higher occupancy rates climb. The elasticity of the
occupancy rate with respect to the admission rate is +0.24 at the mean
level of admissions.
When hospital admissions are viewed as random events, larger popula-
tions have a more stable relative demand for hospital beds and arc
therefore able to maintain a higher occupancy rate. The variable SPOP, the
square root of the inverse of the population of the SMSA inthousands, has
a significant negative effect on the occupancy tate. Thus, occupancy rates
are higher in more populous SMSAs. As an exaniple, afourfold increase in
the population from 300,000 (AlbuquerqUe. New Mexico in 1970) to 1.2
million (Denver) would lead to a 7.7 percent increase in bed occupancy
rates, with no increase in the probability of being denied ahospital
admission (a).
The model for imperfect communication of bed vacancies among hospi-
tals predicts that, if beds in different hospitals are not perfect substitutes for
each other, the larger the number of hospitals in an SMSA, the lower the
Vd -2.409 -6.63 -2.974 443
Constant -0.051 -1.58 b I)TABLE 6Two-Stagt Least Squares Analysis of Occupancy Rates
(dependent variable: InOR)
F\planatory Viriahk'




















OCcupancy rate. The Square root (it theiiiiniber of hospitals (SQH( )SP)is found to havea significant negative effecton the ()CCtiJ)an( y rate. It there
%verc perlet Icornniun,citiorof bed Vacancies, and theho'pitalsiiidfl SMSA would actas itheywere one at the mean (SQHOS P= 3.2) the OcCtipancyratecouldbeincreasedbyabout3. per ent without changing theprohalj:l Ity of a desiredadniission being denied, The san1(percerincreaseinthe number ofhospitals1111(1in the population size leavesunchanged the numberol hospitals per capita. The
OC( upancy rate, however, Woul(lincrease if there weresome cofllmurli(a tion anlong hospitalsas to bed Vacancies LmpiricaJJy,we find that this is infact the situation'l
To sum up, thestatistical significance of thenumber of hospitals indi- cates that there is less thantrfect substitution of bedsamong hospitals; on the other hand, thencreas(1inthe occupancyrate acconlpanyiriga Proportionate increasein the lxipulaton and number1)1 hospitals iml)lies that there issome substittjtini Thus, bedsin different hospitalsaJ)Xar to l)e imperfectsubstitutes for each other
The l)ed rate(BEDS*) the numberof l)eds lx'r thousandresidents, has a significant negative etfecton the occupancy rate. AJO percent irlrease in the bed ratedecreases the occupan(-'rate byI .7 percent. lb isProvides Support for Roemer's Law,according to whichan increase in the bedrate results in these bedsbeing filled, withlittle chang' in theoccupancy rate. The hypothesiZjIiegativ(' relation betweenmean January temperature (JAN rEMP) arid theoccupancy rate is ohse'edWith the predicted adniic-
S( )i.R(. I:ihi,iI}J)tItdI\.
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Enclogenous Explanatory Variable: Occupancy RateAs hypothesized, the
regression analysis indicates that the (predicted) occupailcy rate has a
significant negative effect on the admission rate.2 A 1percent increase in
the occupancy rate, ceteris paribLis, decreases the admission rate by 2
percent (from Table 7, regression 2).
The variable BEDS* also has the expected positive effect on the admis-
sion rate. A 1percent increase in the bed rate is associated with a 0.34
percent increase in the admission rate. Thus, there is a ''beds effect''
more beds, ceteris paribus, mean more patients (admissions) to occupy the
beds. Since the elasticity is less than unity, the occupancy rate increases or
the length of stay decreases in response to an increase in the bed rate.
Since it was found above that the elasticity of the occupancy rate with
respect to beds is--0.17, the implied elasticity of length of stay with
respect to beds is + 0.49. Thus, an increase in the number of beds has a 50
percent greater impact on length of stay than on the number of admissions.
The insurance variable (Hl)an estinlate(1 (predicted) value of the ben-
efits from hospital and surgical insurance per capita in the SMSAhas a
S
OSP) is
Ii there Admission Rate Equation
s in an The regression equation developed for explaining SMSA differences in
3.2) the hospital admissions (see Table 3)is estimated simultaneously with the
percentoccupancy rate in our "short-run" modelTable 7and simultaneously
lenied. with the bed rate in our "long-run" modelTable 8.
-Ratio sion rate held constant, the colder the v.'inter climate the higher the
occupancy rates, presumably due to a longer length of stay.
Iall other
factors were the same, the difference in mean January temperature would
2.93 imply a 1 .6 percent higher annual ocupancv rate in Boston (30F) than in
-5.16 Washington, D.C. (37F).
-.26 The proportion of nonwhites in the SMSAs' population appears to have a
weak positive effect on the occupancy rate. This is not due to income
-3.29 effects; when median family income is included in the regression itis not
significant and the variable percent nonwhite increases in significance. Nor
3.20 isit a consequence of a higher nonwhite admission rate, since we control
1.91 for the effect of nonwhites on the SMSAs' admission rate. It may. however,
-3.67 reflect the longer average length of stay of nonwhites.
06.53 Occupancy rates appear to be lower in SMSAs experiencing a niore
rapid population growth. This niay be reflecting a shorter length of stay in
1j((l torn more rapidly growing areas.
:Odrx 'rate In summary, our empirical analysis of SMSA differences in hospital bed
occupancy rates tends to support the randomness model of the demand for














positive effecton the admissionrate.3Surgeons (SURG)have significant
it', ía
positive effectsand theinsurance-surgeoninteract,on variablehas a sig-the a
nificant negativeeffed. A 10percent increasein the numberof surgeonsisdeath
associated witha 2 percent higher
hospital admissionra1e.1The number ot
higher
nonsurgical MDs,however, isnot correlatedwith thehospital admission
rate. Theseparate effectsof insurance,surgeons, andnonsurgical MDson Endue.
admissionsare consistentwith themodel developedin section2. fl a h
Thepresence of an HMOin the statein which theSMSA is locatedhas a 'alid 1(
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reduces the admission rate by 13(or by 7.6 percent), comparedto a mean
admission iate of 170per thousand population. This finding isconsistent
with the proposition that the ditterenteconomic incentives of HMO
practice have an influence on the admissionrate. The varial)le designed to
capture medical center effectsonthe admission ratethe numberof
medical students per 100 thousandpopulation (MST*C)_js statistically
insignificant.
SMSAs with higher median familyincome have lower hospital admis-
sion rates, with an elasticityat the mean or 0.7. Thismay reflect the
greater efficiencyinproducing health(forexample,viapreventive
medicine) on the part of those withmore educationarid greater wealth.
At the same time,it may also be due to the substitutionof less time-
consuming out-of-hospital treatmentfor in-hospital careon the part of
those with a higher valuation oftime.
A greater proportion of nonwhitesrithe popLilation ofan SMSA is
accompanied by asignificantly higher hospital admissionrate)This
finding is consistent with lower levelsof health and wealthamong non-
whites than among vliites(wo factorswhich appear to be associated with
a higher hospital admission rdte.'°
Colder winter climates (JANTEMP)are associated with a higher admis-
sion rate. A 10 percent dropin the mean January temperature increases the
admission rate by 4 percent. The decreasein the mean January temperature
from Washington, D.C. (370F) to Boston (30c F) would raise theadmission
rate by approximately 13.0 admissionsper thousand a year, or by about
7.6 percent of the mean level of admissions.The effects on admissions of
climate and the other explanatoryvariables are not due to regional
differences; the partial effectsare not significantly altered when regional
dummy variables for the Southand New England are addedto the
regression equation.
Eight demographic control variablesare includedin the regression
analysis. SMSAs witha higher proportion of females in the population
(FEMAL) have significantly lower hospitaladmission rates. The sixsex-
specific age variablesare all statistically significant, but because of mul-
ticolhinearity the speciric coefficientsneed not be meaningful. The mortal-
ity rate (MORT*) in the SMSAappears to have rio partial correlation with
the admission rate. Thatis, SMSAs with "sicker" populationshigher
death rates, holding theage-sex structure constant--do riot appear to have
higher admission rates."
Endogenous Explanatory Variable: Bed RateWhile it may be appropriate
in a short-run model to view the bedrate as exogenous, this is clearly not
valid for a long-run model. In the longrun the bed rate is hypothesized to
be a positive function of the admissionrate. tising an observed rather thana predicted bed rate may l)iasthe1!ectot hed011the adn)1,
rate.'Table 8 presents thettnated admissioii tale equltiun for
long-run model.
The slope coetficient standarderror, and elasticity br the bed ratear
nearly identical when the variableis treated as an exogenous variih)
(Table 7, reiressjon (2)) as when itis treated as an endogenou. variaI)
(laNe 8). AlSo, the slope coellicients andt-ratios ot the other explanato1,
variables an.hai'dly changed. In terms01 statistical significaiic-, thenm
important c laiiges are that percnt nonwhite becomes insign i Ik'antarei
that the var:ah k' lIMO becomesstrongIsign ticot.
umma,cThe enipirical estimationot the adnis;on mate equation thir'o
light on a number otrelationships. It indicatesaigri iiicant negative etter
TABLE 8Two-stage Ieast SquaresAnalysis of Hospital AdmissionRates
(dependent variable: ADMS;N 192 SMSAS)
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of the (predicted)occupancy rate on the admission rate anda p0sitive
effect of tlitliet!ate on the admission rate. Whether thebed ate is treated
as an exogenous or an cndogenous variable, the elasticityis approximately
+0.34. Thus, admission ratesare higher in SMSAs with morevacant beds
per cat)tta. However, an exogenous irlcteasein the number of beds hasa
50 percent larger impact on length 01stay (elasticity +0.49) thanon
admissions. "Roemer's Law" (thatan increase in the stock of beds results
in these beds being occupied) is largelysubstantiated (elasticity +0.83i.
Both the "hospital and surgicalInsurance" variable and the number of
surgeons per capita have a positive effectoii the admission rate. However,
there appears to be no relationshipbetween the number of rionsurgical
MDs and the admission rate. Theattempt to identify a ''medical center''
effect was not successful.
Median family income is negativelycorrelated with admissions, withan
elasticity of 0.67. Finally, hospital admissionrates are higher in SMSAs
with a higher proportion of thepopulation nonwhite, withoutan HMC),
and with colder winter climates.SMSAs with HMOs appear to haveannual
admission rates that are lower by7.6 percent or 13 admissionsper thousand
population. The temperature dfferencebetween Boston and Washington,
D.C. would imply 13 additional admissionsper thousand population per
year in Boston.
Bed Rate Equation
Table 9 presents the empirical estimationof the equation developed for
explaining SMSA differences in the numberof beds per thousand popula-
tion (bed rate). The variable lnis the natural log of the predicted weekly
probability of an adnhissjon.61 The variable
\/=/HosP 1
V POPp
is our variable for the effectof the randomness of the demand for
admissions on the deniancl for beds. Inequation (23) the coefficient of V is
Za, which is hypothesized to bea linear function of the variables that are
interacting with V in Table 9. And, the elasticityof beds with respect to
adniissions is less than unity becausea higher admission rate results in a
more stable relative demand for adrnissions.62
Empirically, the log of the admissionrate has a significant Positive partial
effect on the log of the bedrate. However, although its hypothesized value
is unity, the estimated coefficient is0.7significantly less than unity.3
This paranieter may be biased downwardcompared to the hypothesized
value because of the less than completeadjustment of the stock of beds toTABLE 9 Two-Stage Least Squares Analysis ofSMSA Differences
in Hospital Bed Rates




where HOSPnumber of ho;pitais, POPpppulatiori, and
- 1OOO52 - predicted weekly admission rateper capita
(See Table A-3.)
"Variable riot included.
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Income variable
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Health sector variables
V(-FEDBED) 0.273 7.91 0.277 8.02 V(HMOj
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Demographic variables
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The randomness model variable V has the hypothesized positive partial
effect on the bed rate. The partia! effect, which is also our estimate of 4, is
2.437."hiss within one standard error ot the value of 4 estimated in
the occupancy rate analysis. The implied value of a is 0.73 percent.
Significant interaction between V and other variables is shown in Table 9
for the extent of emergencies in the SMSA's case mix, median family
income, the proportion of beds in federal hospitals, and the medical center
variable.66 These four shift variables for 4 also had significant positive
effects on the bed rate when they were entered linearly in a regression
containing lnp and V.
It is hypothesized that the more important the emergencies in an SMSA's
case mix, the greater the cost of adelayed or denied admission and
therefore the larger the optimal Z. The emergency variable has the
hypothesized positive effect on the bed rate.
As to incomeif, as seems reasonable, thereisa positive income
elasticity of demand forasmaller Probability of delayed or denied
admissionSMSAs with higher median family incomes would have a
larger 4 and a higher bed rate,67 Empirically, median family incomehas a
significant positive direct effect on the bed rate, with an elasticity of +0.25.
However, the commodity that is being purchased is notbeds per se, hut,
rather, a lower probability of delayed or denied admission.68
The variable for the proportion of short-term general hospitalbeds in
federal hospitals (9k. FEDBED) has a significant positive effect onthe bed
rate.If federal and norifederal hospital beds were perfectsubstitutes for
each other, the proportion of beds in federal hospitals wouldhave no effect
on the bed rate. If there were no substitutionbetween federal and nonfed-
eral hospital beds, an increase in the number of federalbeds would have
no effect on the number ofnonfederal beds. Empirically,it appears that
federal and nonfederal beds are imperfect substitutes foreach otheran
increase in the number of federal beds increases thetotal number of beds,
but by less than the increase in federal beds.
The medical center variable (the number ofmedical studentsper
100,000 population in the SMSA) has a significantpositive effect on the
bed rate, even though it has none on the admission rate.The effect on beds
presumably measures the longer length of stay ofmedical center patients or
a greater 4, so that there is asmaller probability of having to turn away an
interesting case.
Three other variables included in the regressionanalysis of Table
9--V(%NWHT), V(%CHPOP), and V(HMO)haveinsignificantslope
coefficients and show statistically insignificanteffects also when entered as
linear rather than interaction variables. With theadmission rate constant, it
had been hypothesized that discrimination againstnonwhites in the provi-
sion of medical care could result in a lowerbed rate in SMSAs with a






itis not significant. The HMO variable tests the hypothess thatHMQ5
maintain a lower bed rate and that this is a means of reducingliuspital
admissions and medical expenses. Again, althoughwe do find a negative
coefficient,itis not statistically significant. Finally, more rapidlygrowing
populations have the same bed rateas those growing less rapidly, other
variables remaining constant.
Thus, the analysis indicates that SMSA differencesin bed rates can be
systematically related to expected admissionrates, to random variation in
the short-run demand for admissions{V), and to variables that may deter-
mine the frequency with which thestock of beds is insufficient tor the
short-run demand for beds.
APPENDIX
The Data
lable A-i is a list of theendogenous and exogenous variablesused in this study, their symbols, andthe data sources.
The unit of observationis a Standard Metropolitan StatisticalArea. An SMSA is a countyor group of contiguous counties whichcontain at least one city (or two contiguouscities) of at least 50,000inhabitants. In Ness England, however, SMSAsconsist of towns and cities ratherthan counties, and metropolitanstate economic areasare defined in terms of whole
counties. Thus, in this study,New England metropolitanstate economic areas and non-Ne' EnglandSMSAs are the units of observationreferred to as SMSAS for simplicity'ssake.
Hospital utilization datastem from a 1967survey of allshort-term general hospitals in thecountry, as reported inHospitals: A County and Metropolitan Area DataBook, National Centerfor Health Statistics,De- partnient of Health, Education,arid Welfare, November1 970 Althoughg data are presented for201 SMSAs, nineare excluded from theempirical analyses because ofevidence that they includelong-term care facilities. These nine SMSAshave eithera very long average lengthof stay or an excessively largeproportioii of beds in federalhospitals.7r Althoughonly the sample of 192SMSAS is analyzed here,the findings for thefull sample are quite similar.
Data on hospital andsurgical insurancecoverage or benefits do not exist for SMSAs. Aninstrumental variablesapproach is adopted inwhich state' data are usedto compute aregression equation to explainstate differences< in per capitahospital andsurgical insurance benefits(HI). States without SMSAS and thoseacross which thereis considerablecommutation are
I-.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hospital Utilization: SMSA Diffetences in Rates 369
exc!uded, leaving a sample of 41. Thehest" weighted regression for
explaining state clif1eienesittHI using a small set 01 occupation and
industry variables is presented in Table A-2. The coefficient of determina-
tion adjusted for degrees of freedom is 71 percent. The parameters of this
equation and SMSA values for the explanatory variables are used to obtain
predicted values of HI for the SMSAs.
Table A-3 lists the exogenous variables in the reduced form equations for
the admission rate (ADMS*), the natural logarithm of the occupancy rate
(InOR) and the bed rate (BEDS*), and the explanatory power of these
equations.
TABLE A-3List of Variables in Reduced-Form Equations
A. Exogenous Variables














B. Summary Statistics (N = 1 92)
ADMS* InOR BEDS*
-
0 R2- 0.73 0.45 0.59
DE 172 166 168
NOTE: The variables are defined in Table A-i -
3Not included in the reduced form equation for BEDS. or for ADMSshen ADMS enters the bed rate
equation.
bpredicted from the equation in Table A-2.
rNot included in reduced form equation for A[)MS.
d0 included in reduced form equation for nOR.
rNot included in reduced form equation for BEDS.TABLE A-4Utilization of Nonfederal Short-Term General













Alabama 158 4.1 80.4 7.6
Alaska 83 j .9 62.2 3.3
Arizona lii 3.6 74.0 7.5
Arkansas 164 4.1 75.5 6.9
California 142 3.8 69.6 6.8
Colorado 166 4.3 73.5 6.9
Connecticut 128 3.4 81.2 8.0
Delaware 118 3.3 77.2 8.3
Wash., D.C. 748 7.2 76.7 8.2
Florida 150 4.! 76.9 7.7
Georgia 147 3.7 75.4 6.8
Hawaii i13 3.! 78.4 3.0
Idaho 121 4.0 66.1 8.0
Iowa 168 5.3 69.2 8.3
Kansas 16° 5.8 71.7 8.9
Kentucky 157 3. 80.0 7.3
i_ou is ia na 158 4.1 71.3 6.8
Maine 148 4.2 73.4 7.6
Maryland 105 3.0 80.0 8.4
Massachusetts 149 4.5 78.9 8.7
Michigan 13 I 3.8 79.6 8.4
Minnesota 170 5.8 72.3 8.9
Mississippi 160 4.1 73.3 7.0
Missouri 154 4.7 79.3 8.7
Mon Ia na 186 5.4 66.6 7.1
Nebraska 173 6.1 hL4 8.9
Nevada 149 3.9 73.2 7.1
New Hampshire 145 4.0 75.4 7.6





























































SOURCE: Statc a! Abstras, 1 of the (.'n,U'd StatesI 973 Tabk13, 1
NOTES
A sampling of articles from The Nest York T;rni'isillustrative, For discussions of
insuffi lent bed capacity, see the issues 01 january 21.1971, p. 29, and of September 12,
1971, section IV, p. 9. Between the publ;cation of thesetwo articles, Tile Ness' York
'Times reported Elliot Richardson, then Secretary of Health,Education, and Welfare, as
iting ''an estimate of $3.6 billion as last year'scost ot maintaining unused beds all over
tile country" (The New York Times. August 26, 1971,p. 36). The next year, while the
General Accounting Office reported the ''overbuilding" ofhospital lacilities in six cities,
Congress was passing legislation to promote hospilat bedconstruction (The New York
Times. September 21. 1972, p.36, and December 18, 1972, p. 78).
See Harry T. Paxton, ''Whatever Happened to tile Hospital BedShortage?'' '\tc'oe a!
Economics, February 28, 1973,p. 33.
The New York Times, july 31,1972, p. 36, and january 15, 1973, p. 23.
Statistical 4hstract of the United States,! 973, Tables 13 and 113
Several stateS have recently passed legislation requiringstate approval belore a free-
standing hospital can he constructed or an existing one's bedcapacity increased. The
legislation is designed to restrsct the grossth of''unnecessary'' hospital facilities and tn
encourage the development of hospital facilities in areas with ''insufficient" capacity.
For analyses of certificate.of-need legislation, see Clark G. Havighurst, eel., Regulating
Health Facilities Construction (Washington, D.C.: American EnterpriseInstitute, 1974).
This control has been strengthened by the 1972 amendment to the Social SecurityAct
which contains a provision for reducing Medicare and Medicaidpayments to health
facilities constructed or expanded without the approval ofa State planning agency,
The theoretical model may be used to analyzeone region over lime or many regions at a
moment in lime, Current time series data for the United Slates involve too less' data
points and have problems ot serial correlation that are too sex crc for an adequate test ol
the model, limitations xx hich are not present in a cross-sention irterregiona! analysis.
Implications concerning length of stay are cieris'ed front the identity between overall
length of stay and ththree measures of utilization. If ES is the average length of stay,
OR =
365(BEDS')
In this study an asterisk Cl as the sutfix to a variable name means it is the variableper





















\'Vest Virginia 190 5.3 713.8 8.0
Wisconsin 160 5.1 73.0 8.4 Wyoming 171 50 61.1 6.5
U.S. Total 146 4.2 76.7 8.0See the ,ppen(1ix Sri the dfoitioo ot an SMSA.
For example. Santa Mone a, Culver City,nd Sari! ernanitu art' three citiesiii[,
Angeles county arid S21SA surrounded by tcr'Angt'ir'(rty Ye thc e cj)dk.i.It'S do
not appear to constitute separate health communitres sinCe thereis considerable
mobility across city !xuodaries. The large propOrtion 0? isidents in the 1150(Ouflties
comprising New York City who seek hospital SI'rVi( es outside ut their ass ii county
suggests that the poputwe ,iits as ii the city SMSA) reprs'entect a single nt'dicat center
States are not idea as the unit 01 observation because in many of them there is either
little mobility between two or more hospital areas or there is substantialcommutation
across state borders (or the purchase of hospital care.
!n the tong run the factors ot production enipttiyed in the hospital sectorare either
iirghls' mobile across SMSAs or the hospital sector employs such a sinaI)proportion Qf
the factors within an SMSA that the factor supply ( owes can be assumed to bperfectly
elast:in the relevant range. Even if each hospital in an SMSA has a U-shapedcost
curve, by expanding the number of hospitals rather than the size of each hospital
hospital costs may be invariant with the number 01 beds in the SMSA.
It.For simplicity of exposition itis assumed that the average lengthif stay is constant fora
given case mix.
2.in practire, hossoser, the curve is not perfectly inelastic but steeply upwardrising at
occupancy ratesiii excess of 100 eerc enl. Reported tier upancv ratesan exceed ioo
percent sxhen additional temporary beds are added to rooms. Irallssavs, etcetera
That is, the higher shadow price is due to the extra pain and suffering,extra curative
costs, arid a higher probability of disability arid death. An offset is thatsonic conditions
may have a spontaneous cure.
See, for example, Hvnian Joseph and Sherman Foiland, ''Uncertaintyand Hospital
Costs," Southern Economic Journal. October 1972,pp. 367-373; WiUiarn Shonick, "A
Stochastic Model for Occupancy-Related Random Variablesn General-Acute Hospi-
tals," Journal of the American Statistical Association, December
1970, PP. 1474-1500
M. Long and P. Feldstein, "Economics of Hospital Systems:Peak Loads arid Regional
Coordination," American Economic Review, May1967, pp.11 9-129; and J.B.
Thompson et al., "How Queuing Theo,v Works for theHospital," The Modern Hospital,
March 1960, pp. 75-78.
Multiple admissions of an individual ina time period do occur, and are more frequent
the longer the time period lasts. Empirically,among SMSA residents in 1968 who had at
least one hospital adniission, 86.6percent had one episode, 10.3 percent had tiso
episodes, and 2.9 portent had threeor more episodes in that sear. Persons Hospitalized
by ,\uniber of Hospit,if Epoodc'sand Oatin (hr y1'jI 168Vitalrrc1 Health St,itistr;s
Series tO, Number 64. National Centertor Health StatisticsDecember 1971. Tables I
and 7.1
in our data tIre annualaverage number cif per capita admissions is 0.170.1 multiple
admissions are independentexents,the probability ofatleast one admission is
0.145 (V 10.145)10.1 70Then the theoretical frequency for thosewith one ad- i=i
nlission is 85.3 percent, two episodes, 12.4rrcent and three or more episodes, 23
percent The theoretic,il and observeddistributions ,ire sers close to each other, and it
will be assumed thatsuccessive admissions for an iiiciit dualare ndeoendentvFntv
Similar conclusions emerge if length01 stay ([SIis not considered constant oser timeLet
us assume that across time periodsthe aserage length of stax and thenumber of admissions are independent,
Ia)\'ar(PDI = VarILS 'Nt = itSIlVariN) +2 VariLS,\ar,LS)\ar
372 Harry R. ChiswjckI
illS is independent of N.
Then, since
Ib)Var(N) = (POPIpI1 -- p)arid= (POP)p
we obtain
(c)Var(PD) = POP{(2 Var(LS) + (L5Ptp- ([SIr + VariLS)lp(






I2CV(LS)2 + 1- (CV(LS)2 + 1 yIPOP)p
CV(PD) is negatively related to population size and theadmission rate, and positively
related to the coefficient of variation of length ofstay across lime periods. These general
relationships would hold even (length of staywere not statistically independent of the
admission rate, although the equation would be tarmore complicated. (See Leo
Goodman, "On the Exact Variance of a Product," lournal ofthe American Statictical
Association, December 1960, pp. 708-713.)
Annual rates of admission per capita are about 15percent. Assuming independence of
individual admissions, the distribution of adniissions for,say, a week approximates the
Poisson distribution for a small sample (for example, a householdor small work group),
but approximates a normal distribution for a large sample(a large factory, census tract,
or SMSA). For a binomial distribution, if the proportion of successes (in thiscase the
admission rate,p, multiplied by the sample size, POP) exceeds 10, the number of
successes (admissions) approximates a normal rather than a Poisson distribution. Fora
populaIlon of 100.000 and a weekly admissionrateof .15/52,admissions =
(100,000)(.15l/52) = 300 and the normal distribution is a close approximation of the
binomial distribution,
This assumes perfect pooling of beds among the hospitals in the community.The effects
of a lack of perfect pooling among hospitals in an area and the time lagin filling a
vacant bed are discussed below. For the normal distribution, only 2.5 percent of the
observations are more than 1.96 = 2.00 standard deviations above themean.
For simplicity of exposition, itis assumed that there is no private or social cost in shifting
patients within the time period of D days.
For a population of one million, a daily admission rate of .15/365 anda = .001 (i.e., an
insufficient number of beds for one-tenth of one percent ofoccurrences, or 7 = 3.Oi,
ZCV(PD(=Z'.POp 'p
If the pooling is done over a seek, ZCV(PD) = 0.084. These values ot Z,,CV(PD) are
sufficiently small for the approximation to apply.
The parameter Zis smaller the larger a is. Since Zis inversely related to InOR in the
equation, a is positively related to InOR.
See, for example, Paxton, "Whatever Happened to the Hospital Bed Shortage)," p. 42.
If,as some suggest, physicians run hospitals on the basis of their own economic
self-interest, they may tend to prefer smaller neighborhood hospitals so as to reduce their
own average commuting time. Mark V. Pauly and Michael Redisch, "The Not.for-Profit
Hospital as a Physician Cooperative," Arnericn EconomicReview,March 1973. pp.
87-99.
Some SMSAs (e.g., Los Angeles) appear Ic' have addressed this problem by having small
4
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Ii,cali,'t'd efliergeru y tr'atnlents'nterto siipplerlisiit tlit hut largeci iOn)1
Ia Is.
In his 'Hospitil ( )rg,arii,,itii,nsl Perlorrirancj Se)t(5i.
tO- I 11), David It. Sttrksveathcr ctinc uric's thatitis liiiI (iordin,iticin 01
parts which is(lit' ditixult aspect ut hospital operatiiitis,'',tdrkvt,ith1 studic4the relatii)fl )?tsxeen the etlicieniot several tasks ho ter,iis 01 time (iiis'saiiil error5)and hospital sue,
Minimum avera1,'' cost cii)lie delined univ alter tIe ( aseliii' andOsson ntli& hospital have been spec i tied. Ft ir evidence thato,t curses to, md ividiahospitals are U-shaped, see Thomas R.I lelty, 'Return, to Sea Ic in tlnspitiIsA ('rip lRet s Recent literature,''I /ealth Seo'ic'e.s R'si'arch, \VinterI 06(1lip267 -2111).
Fet us design ate Z as the vat tiei if Z in the hi SMSA, the thi,'oretn al eq uat
InQR1 = -Z1V and the regression equationas thi nOR- h, -s- byU,, where U, = (Z, - h, V-+- U -h0 = 0, a nd U,Is Li ncr irrc'latecl wit Ii V1- Then h k an i,in bidsed
estimate of the mean value of -Z it 7is nut correlated with Vand VThis c k'arlx holds if Z I and V are indept'ndcnr. Fora posot, see my liii i roe (ii,-qJNu0 Yor(' NBEP, 1974), p 44.
28,Rr'aJl that, sun e
OR NXLS) alnog
365381051rJ)nl3Eh)5
29.According to''Roenier's Law,'' exogenous increas inbud rates prinlrjlyaffect admissions and length ot stay, leavingoccupanc v rates virtually tincharigI
That is patients fill the available supply of heds. Ste (ciiesaniple, M. I. Roemi'rand M. Sirairi Hospital Utilization under Insurance,Hospital MonographSeries, No. 6 )Chcago- Arnierican Hospital Association, 1959 i,
30,for example, in New York City theaverage length ot stay or Wllit(,'sis shorter than that of blac ks.
Atucrage length of Stain Ds
1964 1966 t9&3
White (ccludini1 Puerto Rican',) tO 9 It 2 31 Bbck 12 tth 145
S0UR( 5-i)i51 (,I i, \ir,'tflI',,l5,1,,5 '. ii ir",,tj,'i 5i,\tr.5k C-i,I 'iI,iI i'),,,jr',i 'i7
31.In the empirical alayses, tile percentage of nonw llitt'sii tile populat iii us usedas the explanatory variable. For theUnited States as a wholeover 90of nonsx hit'are blacks.
32,See Section 3 helms
33.For a time Series stud5' of
greater admissions select is ity duringperiods ut high uc (it- panty rates, see John Raifertv"Patterns ot Hospital11e An Analsi5 of Short-Run VariationsJotiina/ 0) Political Ltonofliylanuary-Fehruary1 97 1, ppI 34- I 63 Note that thisis analogous to theresponse of other industries tea lairistised short-run capacity but fluctci,i Iing dens,i nd, Th'grea kr sd cc t iv its"0cc cirs t h n i ugh price changes in indu,tries wherepn( es may be used as arat inning dec itt'It is tliost' individualsti ir the highest or leastelastic deonanri thatpay the Ii g)i proc dur i rig the peakseasoil For exa niple, the uric e ot thesa me reoulit a M .ini Bea i-li hotelcain range from $ t 3 to $60 depending on theSeason
34See, for examplemy artic Is' "Thu Denra ridIt ir(I rsing H nm ('arc" inurnai Human Rsoijren ISumniert 33.Hospital and surgicalinsurance coverage per capitais an eiidogenous sari,ilile andaHospital Utilization: SMSA Dfferetrcesin Rats's 375
predicted rather than an observedinsurance variable is used in thecilipiricat analysis (See the appendix.)
For a survey of the literatrire on liMOs,see MiltonI. Roenier and William Shoriicls.
"liMO Periorniance The Recent Evidence," Healthand Society, Milbanklernorj,iJ Fund Quarterly, Sumnier 1973, pp. 271-317.
The cost 01 physicians' services includes thedirect price (fee), the waitingroom time, and the costs incurred due to a delayIn receiving care
This suggests that the number of physiciansis an endogenous variable. Howevei,the
observed number of physicians is used in theempirical analysis. For an analysis of
physician supply, see Victor R. Fuchs andMarcia Kramer, Determinants of Expenditures
for Physic,ans' Services in the Uniter! States,NBER Occasional Paper 117, 1972.
There is evidence that income and "good health"are negatisely correlated among
whites but positively correlated among nonwhites.See Michael Grossman, The Demand
for Health, NBER Occasional Paper 119 (NewYork; NBER, 1972); and Morris Silver.
''An Econometric Analysis of Spatial Variations inMortality Rates by Age and Sex '' V R
Fuchs, ed., Essais in the Econnniics of Healthand Medical Care (New York: NBER,
1972), pp. 161-227.
With other variables, including measures of healthstatus, held constant, tire demand for
nursing home care of the aged in an SMSAappears to be a rising function of income.
See my ' The Demand for Nursing Flome Care".
For example, see Helen Hershfiefd Avnet, PhysicianService Patterns and Illness Rates,
Group Health Insurance, Inc., 1967, Table 42,p.I 10
Strictly speaking, equation 22 follows fromequations 13 and 17 ifitis assumed that
there is no substitution among hospitals and thatall hospitals are of equal size.
In some states a certificate of need is now required to addbeds to an existing hospital or
to establish a new hospital. The data on hospital beds used in thisstudy are for 1967,
and only one state (New York, 1964) had certificate-of.needlegislation prior to this year
See William I. Curran, "A National Survey and Analysis ofState Certificate-of-Need
Laws for Health Facilities,'in Clark C. Havighurst, ed., Regulating HealthFacilities
Construction (Washington: American Enterprise Institute,1974).
The emergency variable is the sum of deaths from sixcauses per thousand population
(EMERG'). (See the appendix.l
Average proporlion of short-term general hospital beds under each formof administra-
tive control for 192 SMSAS
Souscc Thy ,ripvr'.rs
Roerner and Shoriick, "HMO Performance: The Recent Evidence."
For evidence on chiscrinlinationinpublic school expenditures, seeFinis Welch,
'Black-White Differences irs Returns to Schooling," American Ecor,ontic Review.De-
cember 1973, PP. 893-907.
In principle, the occupancy rate is bounded by 0.0 and 1.0. Empirically, however,the
annuai bed occupancy rates in the SMSAs are clearly within the bounds. For thisreason









The ratio of a regressron (oeI6crent to Is standard error (foOl atWo-s).igi least5uar1, ana(ysis has an asymptotic normal dsiributioo. Thus the t-test appll,Only II)
samples. A sample of 192 observations is suIficientlargo (or the approximation
to he
The variable issignificant at a 5 rrcent levelbut not at a 2 5percent level under a onetailed test,
For supporting evidence
see Michael Grossman "TheCorrelation between Schooling and Health" in NestorE. Terlecky1 c4,tlouseho/rj Production mrJ ConcuniptionNew York: NBER, 1976),














the mean and standard deviation of V are 0.033 and 0.01 1,respectively
Since the coefficient is 2.974, with a standard error ot 0.671 the Ypercent confidence
interval is 2.974 ± 1.315, or from 1.659 to 4.289. Then, the95 percentCOilfidenr interval for o(D = one week) is from 4.85 percent toapproxiniatrls Leropercent Using a related model for 116 short-term general hospitals in Iowa1969), Josephand Follar,d estimated 4 to be 3.22, with a standard error of 0.142.My point estimate
is within two standard errors of their value. (F-tvman Josephand ShermanFolland ''tJnceiiaiiitv and Hospital Costs," Southern Econoiriic Ioi:rna/.October972, pp 267-273.)





or 4 tD = one day) = 1.12. Then, mID= one day) 0.13
ôlnOR 'dSPOP ÔInOR
) dSQHOSP-85.5 dSPQp; - i-0.O16(d5QHosp
dInOR
= ) 0SQHOSP
tithe population is increased fourfold from200,000 to 800.000, and ()inumber of hospitals, from 4 to 16,
dInOR = (85.5)f.00t I - .0022) 4 (0.016)14- 2) = 0.095 -- (i()120063
The explanatory variable is the predictednatural log of the occupancyrateIt is obtainI from the reduced formregression of the natural log of theoccupancy rate on the exogenous vanables that enter the admissionrate and occupancy rate equations.(S Table A-i)
The estimation procedure for HIis discussed in the appendix. In principle,the causation could run in the opposite direction:residents in SMSAs with higherhocpital adnussion rates (for a reason other thaninsurance coverage) might have an incentiveto buy more dollars worth of insurance. Thiseffect will not bias thecoefficient of H) in this study, since HI is predicted froman interstate regression of stateinsurance values on several explanatory variables thatare exogenous to the hospitalsector and the health of the population,
For Table 7, regression 2,since HI = jO 5,Hospital Utilization: SMSADhffer(ncestiRates 377
to 10 percent raises the admissionrate by 8.9 adiiiission5per year per thousand population. The m'lasticdy at themean is 0 06.
There is a third interpretation. Sincenonwhites are on theaverage poorer than whites, two SMSAs will have the same medianincome if the one with the largerpercentage nonsshite has a lower mean anda larger variance of income. Asimple nonlinear Engel curve could generate a negative partial effecton admissions for the variablepercent nonwli ite.
For the ith family, let (a) ADM1= a,, + a,t1 + a2tf, where a00, a, > 0, a<S 0. Computing the mean of both srdes ofthe equation, (b) =+ a,I -i- a(12 + Vanil)), svhere Var(l) is the variance of familyincome. A larger meanincome reduces admissions if(ci ÔADMIOJa, + 2a91 < 0 orif a, > 2a21.
The empirical analysis did establishthat larger median incomesreduce admission rates, and that mean and medianincomes are highly correlatedacross areas. A larger variance of income (mean constant) reducesadmissions as long asa2 < .
An alternative explanation is that thecalculated slope coefficient is biasedtoward zero because it reflects two offsetting eftects:
greater sickness (measured by mortality)causes more admissions, and more admissions reducemortality. These two effectscannot he disentangled without developinga structural equation to explain SMSAvariation in mortality.
The predicted bed rate is computed Iromthe reduced form regressionof the exogenous
explanatory variables in the bedrate and admission rate equations(See Table A-3.) It is the predicted annual admissionrate per thousand population dividedby 52,000, and is computed from the reducedform regression of ADMSon the exogenous
variables that enter the admissionrate and occupancy rate questions (See TableA 3.) Differentiating equation (23),
alngEDS + z(-) and -.. = - atnp 3lnp ale0 211 - p)
which is negative.
If the null hypothesis is13, =t, and b = 0.704, the observedt-5t,ititiis 2 69. lf




V - 0.704(2437((O.0t67( = 0.70 - 0.04066 dtnp 2(1 -. p1
The elasticityis calcuiated at the mean.
This is the partial derivative of InBEDS withrespest to V, evaluated at the nl,',in, tnp
held constant.
The elasticities of BEDS and Z withrespect to these variables are easily calculated. IX,
is the jth explanatory variable for 4, and
(a)InBEDS = h + b,lnp + V fbx,J





67There sp1uar h3'.!rvv !0erlr0 ('it d;nrod''Our IiiIit(itI(jf)0'Itli facilities, br r'xample, nursing('nit's. See mflu t)irnand br NlirSiiig I 1ittii' (,lrC
68.The magnitUde at the relev,i,itliii 1,010 ela1Il 15(10 siid',iii bOO theflo,l'
spw tied. It the residents ot the SMS'\ art' 301(1 h,coiig a 1(1511






In the relevant range.iiln a'InZ Is 1large nt'g,itis'tflu 01101 ihen llie &'I1t(iii a with respect lIt INC ii negative number with a very 1,111),alili kite vatUt' ('ippro. niatolyID to1 3).I-totvevs'r, 13the rt'irh'r,ts 01 the S\IS'\art'purl hasrng a high0r








II, at the mean, the pri portion at hdsin It'tral In opitals is ore diiubk'd.111(1 the comber
of nonleclera I beds held 1ierl thh'd rate woo Id nn'a so hII) 7 3X'rn OflI. According
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